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DISCLAIMER 

Sersan Sistemas is a Spanish FinTech, located in the subarea WealthTech, which develops 

technological solutions within the investment management area. Sersan Sistemas does not offer 

investment or trading advice, recommendations, or advisory strategies with respect to any 

security, group of securities, market segment or market as it is not authorized to do so. 

Sersan Sistemas provides the signals of its strategies to Tradeslide Trading Tech LTD, which 

operates under the Darwinex trademark. The manager uses the signals from Sersan Sistemas' 

strategies to inform the synthetic financial assets called Darwin SYO and Darwin OYS, which 

Darwinex offers to clients as part of its discretionary portfolio management service in managed 

account format. 

The Darwinex® brand and the domain www.darwinex.com are owned by Tradeslide Trading Tech 

Limited, a company regulated and authorized by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of the 

United Kingdom under number FRN 586466. Pending receipt of CNMV license. 

This report is issued for informational purposes only and is not and should not be considered a 

recommendation to buy or sell. 
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WHAT IS A DARWIN? 

First of all, let's explain what a Darwin is and Darwinex, the management company and broker 

that issues them. 

A Darwin is a synthetic financial asset created by Darwinex that replicates the trades of the 

underlying strategy of a trader in real time, in this case, of Sersan Sistemas. The Darwin replicates 

the trader's trades, but it is Darwinex who controls the risk of the Darwin independently of what 

the trader does, guaranteeing a maximum objective risk level of 6.5% monthly VaR at 95%. 

Currently more than 3000 Darwins are traded and all of them are traded with the same maximum 

risk level. 

Darwins are investable assets for any investor as they are traded in real time on the Darwinex 

market like any other investable asset. As they are alternative investments, they usually have little 

correlation with conventional assets such as equities or fixed income. 

Darwinex is the trading name used by Tradeslide Trading Tech Limited to conduct its business. 

It is a broker and manager regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of the United 

Kingdom with registration number 586466 and is pending to obtain CNMV license in the near 

future. 

Darwinex offers investors deposit protection up to £1M, instead of the default £85k covered by 

the UK hedge fund (FSCS), which is no small thing. 

BACKGROUND: SYO 

The Darwin OYS is being born in Darwinex, but without SYO, OYS would not exist or at least it 

would not be as it is. SYO and OYS have inverse acronyms and that is no coincidence. 

The account we trade, and which is the precursor of SYO has been trading on Darwinex since 

Jan-28-2018 and Darwinex created Darwin on Feb-17-2018. That is, it has been trading on 

Darwinex for 4 years although it already imported historical from another broker, which adds up 

to a track record of 5 years. 

SYO trades algorithmic strategies of Sersan Sistemas, trend and anti-trend, both on the long and 

short side of the market, i.e., it can win or lose when the market rises as well as when it falls. They 

are strategies that try to seek Alpha, that is, to have little correlation with equities, and that we 

can place in the Managed Futures category within the alternative management industry (better 

known as Hedge Funds). They currently trade the Nasdaq and Gold but have always been 

expected to trade other stock market indexes, commodities, or bonds. 
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According to the information provided by Darwinex, SYO has an annualized return of +19.44% 

with a maximum draw down of -12.08%. In Picture 1 you have the detail of the information 

provided by Darwinex about SYO. 

 

Picture 1SYO performance data provided by Darwinex 

 

In SYO's reports we always measured the correlation with equities, specifically with the MSCI 

World NR index. We said that "Equities are the most important and widely used type of investment. 

It is considered the most profitable in the long term despite its high volatility and therefore usually 

represents the largest percentage of any investor's portfolio." 

It is in this context that OYS was born. The strategies that trade OYS are intended to cover this 

style of investment, that of medium/long term equities. 

WELCOME OYS 

The account we trade, and which is the precursor of OYS has been trading on Darwinex since 

November 23, 2021, and Darwinex created the Darwin on December 4, although it is closed to 

purchases while Darwinex has just completed the technical execution tests. The OYS precursor 

account has imported some months' history from another broker, so it has a track record of 2021. 

OYS trades trending algorithmic strategies and only the long side of equities. They can be bought 

or closed, but never short as can the strategies traded by SYO. Currently, our account trades the 

Mercurio family strategies, which can be long or closed in QQQ, SPY and occasionally GLD and 

TLT. 

That is, OYS will gain if equities rise and lose if equities fall. OYS seeks Beta and is expected to 

have a positive correlation with equities, but especially when they are bullish. As it could not be 

otherwise, we trade algorithmic strategies and OYS is not a classic Beta, it is a Smart Beta that 

tries to beat US and global equities in risk return ratios and will try to avoid long term bear 

markets in equities. 
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Obviously, not every month will beat it and there will also be times when some indices go up and 

others go down and so it will depend on the index with which we compare, but in general terms 

it is a good guideline. 

For example, OYS ended December 2021 down -0.02% while the ETF that replicates the S&P 500 

index, SPY, was up +4.26% and the ETF that replicates the Nasdaq index, QQQ, was up +1.20%. 

During January 2022, at the time of writing, OYS is down -9.27% while SPY is down -7.80% and 

QQQ is down -11.61%. 

We started the year on Draw Down and we actually like it. We like it because the Draw Down 

shown by OYS when it was published in December was too low and we were concerned about 

potential investors using it as a benchmark. It currently stands at -11.69% and is still low over 

the long term. It is perfectly possible for OYS to have a maximum draw down of -20-25%. 

New type of investment 

It is important to understand that the strategies that trade in OYS are designed for a different 

investor profile than SYO. OYS is long-term equities, but with our algorithmic touch. 

Of course, the objective is the same, to be profitable with the lowest possible risk, but the way to 

achieve it is very different. We have always said that we expected the maximum draw down of 

SYO to be between -10-15% and that of OYS we expect it to be between -20-25% and if it were 

a little more, nothing would happen. Draw down is a function of time. 

Some may think that the expected draw down of OYS is too high and is respectable, but then we 

assume that this investor does not invest in equities. For reference, the maximum draw down for 

buy and hold SPY is -56.68% and in the case of QQQ -83.24% in both cases excluding dividend 

reinvestment. It is an extreme, the maximum draw down is always an extreme, but if you want a 

closer reference, in March 2020 the draw down of both was around -30% and remember that the 

fall lasted only one month. Equities are a good investment in the long term, but they have a high 

volatility and a high draw down and you have to take this into account when deciding the 

exposure or leverage. OYS seeks the same profitability, but with lower volatility and lower draw 

down. 

Remember that OYS strategies only trade the long side, the bullish side, and they also do not use 

leverage, they go to the nominal of the ETF and that is the key. If the stock market rises steadily, 

OYS strategies will be bought while SYO strategies may or may not be. That said, as we have said, 

we expect OYS to have a higher draw down than SYO, something to consider when choosing 

exposure or leverage, but we also expect the mix of both to have lower draw down than either 

one on its own. 
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Equities have been rising for years and it is clear that at some point they will correct. At the 

moment it has started 2022 with a major correction that we have not seen for a long time, but 

whether it corrects much more or not, when it rises strongly again as it has done in previous 

years, OYS will be bought. 

Mercurio 

OYS is currently operating with our Mercurio strategy. It is a very simple, universal strategy, 

running on daily bars and without any genetic optimization beyond the definition and choice of 

the strategy. Depending on conditions it invests in QQQ, SPY, GLD or TLT, although it can also be 

closed in any of the 4 cases. It is of the rotational type, although not 100%, because it can be 

closed as it has a stop. Logically a fairly loose stop that is adapted to its investment horizon, but 

in the backtest it has jumped quite a few times, so obviously it will also jump in the future to 

protect the capital. 

Our backtest dates back to 1999 and Mercurio annualizes over +11% WITHOUT DIVIDEND 

REINVESTMENT. With the same dates SPY annualizes around +5.5% and QQQ over +8.75% both 

WITHOUT DIVIDEND REINVESTMENT. 

Its best 12-month series is +44% and its worst 12-month series is -13% and ends in profit 79% of 

the years and 53% of the months. 

In our backtests, Mercurio clearly improves the return/risk ratios of SPY and QQQ. It has more K-

ratio, more RRR, more Sharpe and more Total Return / Draw Down, and of course less Draw Down. 

In Picture 2 you can see the accumulated curve of Mercurio's Backtest starting in mid-1999, 

together with its Draw Down. For more details of the Draw Down, see Picture 3. It is clearly seen 

how in the 15-20% zone it usually stabilizes, but as we have commented previously, we expect 

Draw Downs in the surroundings of -20-25%. 
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Picture 2 Cumulative return graph since 1999 of Mercurio’s Backtest together with its Draw Down. 
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Picture 3: Daily Draw Down Chart since 1999 of Mercurio’s Backtest 

 

Development 

While we are very happy with Mercurio, we continue to develop more systems to add to the 

portfolio. The system we have the most advanced for OYS trading, we call it Hermes. It is still too 

early to tell if it is a clear enhancement to the portfolio that drives OYS trading, but if we think so, 

it will be included in the coming months. In addition to Hermes, we have other systems in 

development that are not as advanced that we will continue to study and improve to try to 

improve OYS, just as we do with SYO. Everything can be improved, but we must clearly 

demonstrate it by focusing on robustness. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

After a lot of development work both on our part and Darwinex's, OYS is a reality, and we could 

not be happier about it. It is the complement that SYO was missing. 

Alpha plus Smart Beta. The whole is better than each of the parts, thus we have designed the 

strategies that trade OYS. Of course, each investor, depending on his profile and/or market 

moment, must choose the weight he gives to each part of the whole, bearing in mind also that 

the Draw Down of OYS is expected to be higher than that of SYO. 

Investors who invest in long-term equities have another option for their portfolio in Darwinex, 

which in our backtests, greatly improves the portfolio's risk-return ratios. 

Welcome OYS! 


